
Launch/Event Calendar 

• September 23 (MIS) 

• October 14 (TBD) 

• November 11 (TBD) 

• May 16-20 2018 LDRS 37 (Tripoli 
Central California) 

• May 26-28, 2018 NSL 2018 
(Geneseo, NY) 

• August 4-10 2018 NARAM 60 
(Pueblo, CO) 

 

NOTE: Launch dates are subject to 
change without notice.  Be sure to call 
the “launch hotline” at 517.262.0510 
for the latest weather and field infor-
mation or sign up for the JMRC Notifi-
cation GroupMe chat. 
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CLUB OFFICERS 
President: Scott Miller 

Vice President: Roger Sadowsky 

Treasurer: Tony Haga 

NAR Advisor: Buzz Nau 

Secretary: Rob Dickinson 

Communications: Dan Harrison 

Board of Director: Dale Hodgson 

Board of Director: Bob Dickinson 

 

MEMBERSHIP 
To become a member of the Jackson Model 
Rocketry Club means becoming a part of our 
family.  We have monthly launches and partici-
pate in many educational events.  We encour-
age our members to actively participate in our 
club projects, running for office in our annual 
elections, contributing to our monthly newsletter 
with articles or tips, and offering services to the 
club in their area of expertise.  We have many 
members comprised of children, men, women, 
professionals, lay people, educators and people 
from many other walks of life.  

You may fill out an application at a launch or 
request an application from one of our board 
members at scott@sfsmindustries.com and mail 
it along with a check for the annual membership 
dues (17 and under $10.00 or 18 and over 
$30.00) to our mailing address of: 
4788 Moon Lake Rd., Jackson, MI 49201.  

Members enjoy reduced launch fees (for engine 
sizes "F" and higher), participating in club pro-
jects, and meeting an incredible group of posi-
tive people.  

 

 

COMM CHANNELS 
There are several ways to keep in touch with the 
JMRC and it’s members. 

 

Website: http://www.jmrconline.org. Information 
includes directions to launch sites & schedule, 
range procedures, and instructions on how to 
join the club.  

 

Yahoo Group: The JMRC Yahoo group is a 
place to share files and also serves as our pri-
mary e-mail list serv. Follow this link to join, 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/jacksonmodelroc
ketryclub 

 

Facebook: If you have a FaceBook account  
search for “Jackson Model Rocket Club JMRC” 
and request to be added. 

 

GroupMe: Our new chat channel for broadcast-
ing notifications instantly using a free download 
client for IOS and Droid as well as by SMS text 
messaging. You can join the notification chat 
after creating a free account and following this 
link, 
https://groupme.com/join_group/28013422/zc5IC
1  

 

FROM THE EDITORS’S RANGE BOX 
I’d like to thank everyone that contributed to this 
issue of JMRC News. I received a lot of great 
flight information for the August launch from 
members. In addition, we have great articles 
from Rob Dickinson, Dale Hodgson, and Roger 
Sadowsky. Please keep it up! Below is a list of 
articles and other materials that we are looking 
to publish. It doesn’t matter how big or small 
your submission is. We have a great, diverse 
interest in our membership base. We cover eve-
ry aspect of model rocketry, so take those pho-
tos, write that kit review, send in a report on 
what you’re working on lately… share your build 
stories, send in a rocksim plan.   

Request for articles, 

 Product Reviews 

 Build Reports 

 Event Reports 

 Technical or “How-to” articles 

 Photos! 

 Space History 

 Scale Data 

 Sport Plans 

 Competition Plans / Techniques 

 Support Equipment 

 Model Rocket History 

 Certification News 

 Vendor News 

 

About JMRC News 
JMRC News  is the official newsletter of the 
Jackson Model Rocket Club (JMRC), Tripoli 
Prefecture 96, NAR Section 620. Published 
Monthly, JMRC News is a space-modeling 
newsletter devoted to representing the diversity 
of interests in today’s hobby of model rocketry.  

This newsletter is in the public domain except 
where otherwise marked. Unmarked articles, 
photographs, and drawings may be re-printed 
elsewhere, but credit to the author and this 
newsletter is expected. Material marked as cop-
yrighted may not be re-printed without the con-
sent of the author. 

The editor of JMRC News accepts material for 
inclusion from anyone. 

 Send correspondence to:  

 Jackson Model Rocket Club 

 Buzz Nau, Editor 

 5170 Reno Rd 

 Manchester, MI 48158 

  

Deadline for submissions to the editor is the 15th 
of the month. Material received after the 15 will 
be published in the next month’s newsletter.  

You can also submit your material or inquiries to 
the editor at ussmidway@gmail.com.  

 

 

PRESIDENT’S CORNER 

Rocketry is a unique hobby where people 
legitimately wants everyone else to suc-
ceed… even in competition situations I 
have personally witnessed rocketeers stop 
what they were doing just to help another 
person to succeed with their flight. This is 
exactly the environment I want to continue 
to encourage and make a priority for our 
club. In our 20+ years of flying we have 
seen an amazing range of unique flights 
ranging from water rockets to complex N 
flights with solid, liquid, and gas motors in 
the mix. Aerodynamic rockets that went 
faster than paint can withstand to a Barbie 
riding a saucer and every other contraption 
in between… rocket cars that far sur-
passed their expected performance and 
decided to kiss a cinder block; yup we have 
done that too! 

Now if we ask ourselves which flight we 
should focus on and make sure is success-
ful? That is an easy answer... your flight! 
Our true measure of success is to hold a 
launch that is safe and inviting to everyone 
where the day ends with everyone looking 
forward to the next launch. If we as a club 
can do anything to improve your experi-
ence please share your thoughts and we 
will do our best to accommodate if possi-
ble. Our clubs success is a journey and not 
a destination, I hope everyone continues 
on with our journey and encourages others 
to join as well. 

-Scott 

Name the Newsletter Contest! 
We have a few entries so far, but more would be 
appreciated. Think of something rocketry or 
Space related that reminds you of JMRC and 
send it in. Some members expressed a problem 
using the email address I listed last month, so 
I’m switching to my main gmail account. Send 
your submissions to ussmidway@gmail.com and 
if your entry is chosen you will win an Estes D 
Region Tomahawk! 

JMRC CLASSIFIED ADS 

Looking to buy or sell a rocketry related 
item? Contact the JMRC News at ussmid-
way@gmail.com to place a classified ad. 
Ads are free for members. 

On the Cover: 

(top) One of one hundred rockets built and flown 
at Greenfield Village for Aviation Day. Dan Harri-
son photo. 

(bottom) Operation Sandy V-2 lifts off from the 
flight deck of the USS Midway. 6 September 
1947. Photo courtesy of Tracy Dungan 

mailto:Eagle3@cv41.org�
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D E L T A  A I R L I N E S  A V I A T I O N  D A Y  A T  T H E  H E N R Y  F O R D  M U S E U M  
R O G E R  S A D O W S K Y  

P H O T O S  B Y  D A N  H A R R I S O N  

August,19,2017 
The Jackson Model Rocketry Club hosted 
a "Make it Take it" rocketry program on the 
front lawn of the Henry Ford Museum dur-
ing “Aviation Day” sponsored by Delta Air-
lines. The success of an event like this 
depends on quality help which JMRC is 
blessed to have. With that being said, there 
were some wonderful volunteers of the 
Henry Ford that jumped right in and helped 
out all day long. 
 
Through the course of the day nearly 100 
"Make it Take It" rockets were built and 
launched. Of course, there were many 

“WOW's!” and "Coooools'!" as the rockets 
took to the delirious blue. Then back on a 
streamer making a landing on the muse-
um's front lawn. Yes, there were a few 
rockets that were held captive by the trees 
in the area. Those unfortunate rocketeers 
did receive another rocket to take home 
with them. During the day there were many 
smiles and laughs by all who were in-
volved. I think everyone had an enjoyable 
time. 

 
We certainly need to thank our JMRC peo-
ple. 

The Dickinson Family, Rob & Bob, for all of 
your help and your awesome display of 
rockets that certainly drew lots of attention 
and provided photo opportunities during the 
course of the day. 

 

The Harrison Family for your help with the 
builds and great photographic coverage of 
the day. Trevor caught the eye of several 
young ladies and their moms who were 
very impressed with his extensive  
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knowledge of building and launching rock-
ets. They also thought he was pretty hand-
some as well! 

 

Thanks to Dave Glover for your help with 
the builds as well. We had some busy 
times during the day and you helped so 
much in getting rockets built and flown. 
 

Mark Chrumka, Flight Line Inspector and 
motor prep for flight provided a "quality" 
control examination of the rockets to make 
sure they were flight worthy and safe. 
 
Steve Kristal, the man responsible for 
working with The Henry Ford Staff and 
covered the details that help make our 

launch events "Successful." 
 
Tony Haga, thank you so much for the use 
of “Big Blue” in getting the JMRC trailer to 
and from The Henry Ford.  

 

Even though this was only a one day 
event, it was a lot of fun! We did raise 
some funds to help keep JMRC in the 
black and moving forward. In my opinion 
we should consider this event for 2018. We 
will definitely need help in making this 
event a fun and successful undertaking. 
Please consider putting this event on your 
2018 schedule. 
 
See you on the range! 
Roger 
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Operation Sandy — 70th Anniversary 
Buzz Nau 

Scale Data 

Started in 1944 in response to Germany’s rocket 
weaponry, the Army’s Office of the Chief of Ord-
nance awarded General Electric as the prime 
contractor of Project Hermes, the first US ballis-
tic missile development program. After the war, 
Werner Von Braun and his V-2 team from Ger-
many were added to the project and tasked with 
using captured V-2’s in the development of bal-
listic missile operations including logistics, trans-
portation, assembly, test, as well as range and 
launch procedures. Most were launched from the 
White Sands Proving Grounds (WSPG) and 
were used as sounding rockets. Since the V-2 
required ballast in the nose for stability, the Army 
created the Upper Atmosphere Research Panel 
to coordinate the scientific payload experiments 
that would ride in the nose of V-2s.  

 

One such experiment out of Project Hermes was 
Operation Sandy, the first launch of a ballistic 
missile from a US Navy ship. The main objective 
for Project Sandy was the successful “safe” 
launch of a V-2 from the USS Midway, CVB-41. 
The USS Midway was chosen for several rea-
sons.  The foremost being she had a metal flight 
deck that could withstand the heat and flame 
from the V-2’s engine. Also, she was considered 
a very stable ship, though that would change 
drastically later on in her service. The USS Mid-
way’s commanding office at the time was Cap-
tain Albert K. Morehouse. The Operation Sandy 
Officers were, 

Rear Admiral D.V. Gallery (Technical Control) 

Colonel E.H. Salzman  

Lt Colonel J.L. Dickey 

Commander P.G. Holt (OIC of launch) 

Lt Cmdr W.L. Savidge 

Lt Cmdr W.L. Chewning 

Lt B.C. McNabb 

Lt C.B. Ridenour 

Other objectives included training the Navy 

crews in rocket launch operations at White 
Sands Proving Grounds (WSPG) and to develop 
a means to support and release the rocket for 
launch from the flight deck. The personnel as-
signed were divided into several work groups, 
gyros, electrical, propulsion, ground support, and 
fueling. The gyro group assembled, inspected, 
and tested all gyros used in the operation. Elec-
trical was responsible for all internal rocket wir-
ing. Propulsion installed and tested all rocket 
engines. GSE personnel were trained in the 
operation and modifications of German equip-
ment for shipboard use such as the Meilerwagen 
used to erect the V-2 for launch. During transit to 
the waters off Bermuda, the GSE group was 
assisted by 15 crew members from the ship’s 
Deck department. The fueling group was tasked 
with the safe handling and storage of volatile and 
flammable missile propellants.   

 

Three V-2s were used in the operation, the pri-
mary launch vehicle, a backup, and a dummy V-
2 to be used for training purposes. The three 
rockets as well as all support equipment and 
parts were shipped by rail to NAS Norfolk. Dur-
ing this transit, the V-2’s outer paneling was 
marginally damaged due to abrupt train move-
ments. These were replaced aboard the Midway 
en route to the launch area. The rockets and 
equipment were craned aboard Midway and 
stored in the hangar bay 1 so as to not hinder 
flight operations.  

 

Another operation objective was in fact that the 
missile launch not restrict normal flight ops. To 
that end, the three operation phases, setup, 
launch, and tear down, were allotted one hour 
each for completion. This greatly restricted what 
modifications could be made to the ship for 
launch. The flight deck area above frame 216 
was selected as it was a structural hard point 
and the ease of staging damage control (DC) 
equipment. The flight deck’s non-skid coating 

was also scraped off around the launch area. 

 

Even though Midway was a stable ship (at the 
time) and the seas were calm around the Baha-
mas, the ship still rolled. Because of this, the V-
2’s guidance system was wired directly to the 
Midway’s gyros to aid in guidance at launch. 
Besides these changes, other modifications 
were minor and did not deter normal ship opera-
tions. 

 

 

V-2 Dummy Round on the flight deck—Courtesy of Tracy Dungan 

Sailors prepare primary Sandy round for launch—
Courtesy of Tracy Dungan 

Courtesy of the USS Midway Museum 
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Two support and launch systems were devel-
oped in response to the operational goal, one 
from the Bureau of Ordnance and another from 
the Bureau of Aeronautics. Both had their quirks 
and in the end the Bureau of Aeronautics sys-
tem was selected for launch though the Bureau 
of Ordnance system was stored aboard the 
Midway as a backup.  

 

The various teams used the time during transit 
to the launch area for training. The launch vehi-
cle was inspected and repaired as issues were 
discovered such as the damaged paneling dur-
ing transport. Scientists as well as industry rep-

resentatives were in attendance for the launch 
despite it being a classified operation.  

 

On September 6, preparations began early in 
the morning for launch and small issues were 
discovered and resolved as they occurred. After 
a nearly 5 hour delay the rocket was finally 
ready and launched at 1553. Upon liftoff, the V-2 
tilted 45 degrees before the gyros were able to 
compensate and straighten the ascent. This did 
not last as it began titling again as well as gyrat-
ing erratically. The vehicle eventually broke up 
in flight heading in an opposite direction than 
what was programmed at an altitude of 15,000 

feet and just over 3 miles from the ship.  

 

When the signal to launch was given, the sup-
port arms did not release electronically as 
planned and had to be manually released. Post 
launch investigation could not find a conclusive 
cause for the electronic failure. 

 

The deck was cleared in just over an hour and 
flight operations resumed shortly afterwards. To 
the observers, the launch was anti-climactic, but 
was deemed a success none the less. Though it 
did not uncover any new technology break-
throughs, it was a major operational achieve-
ment. It accomplished its main objective of safe-
ly launching a V-2 at sea. Valuable information 
was gained in many aspects of shipborne rocket 
launch operations as well as testing various 
means of radar missile tracking for the purpose 
of determining speed and impact point.        

 

Operation Sandy also paved the way for future 
ship launched missile testing. The USS Norton 
Sound (AV-11/AVM-1), originally a seaplane 
tender, was converted to a dedicated missile 
launch platform in 1948 and continued in the 
role until 1986.  

 

 

References: 

CVB-41 USS Midway, “Operation Sandy” Pamphlet, 
(1947)  

Taylor Peck, “Round-shot to Rockets; a history of the 
Washington Navy Yard and U.S. Naval Gun Factory”, 
Annapolis, US Naval Institute, (1949) 

Devin M. Norrell, Christen R. Browning, Kevin R. 
Burns, “Operation Sandy”, AIAA 2006-59451 (2006)  

Official USN Film, “Operation Sandy Summer 1947”, 
(1947) 

Official USN Film, Raw film footage from SAR helicop-
ter during launch, (1947) 

Launch crew drills with V-2 Dummy Round. Shown is the Bureau of Aeronautics Support 
System that was used in the actual launch—Courtesy of Tracy Dungan 

Launch crew drills with primary V-2 round. Shown is the Bureau of Ordnance Sup-
port System that was not used in the actual launch—Courtesy of Tracy Dungan 

Launch drills — Courtesy of Tracy Dungan 
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Primary Sandy round with portable fueling system—Courtesy of Tracy Dungan Meilerwagen being craned aboard USS Midway—
Courtesy of Tracy Dungan 

Bureau of Aeronautics Support System and primary Sandy 
round. NAS Norfolk—Courtesy of Tracy Dungan V-2 Dummy Round being erected on a Meilerwagen—Courtesy of USS 

Midway Museum 

Operation Sandy launch. 6 September 1947—Courtesy of Tracy Dungan 
Unloading V-2 Dummy Round from rail car—Courtesy of USS Midway 
Museum 
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Operation Sandy V-2 

Color Scheme 
Launched 6 September 1947 

CVB-41 USS Midway 

Southeast of the Bermuda Islands 

Drawn by Evan D. Nau 

 

Sources: 

“Operation Sandy Summer 1947” 

Official USN Documentary. GRS Videos 

Official USN Film from SAR Helicopters 

Photographs Courtesy of  

Tracy Dungan—V2Rocket.com 

USS Midway Museum 

Bob Rohrlack 

BARE METAL 

WHITE 

BLACK 

RED 

The three Operation Sandy V-2 on Midway’s flight deck—Courtesy of Tracy Dungan 

Midway Deck Department “volunteers” removing non-skid from the flight deck—
Courtesy of USS Midway Museum 

Scientist, including Werner Von Braun boarding for the launch—Courtesy of 
Bob Rohrlack 
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View From The Flight Line 

REVIEW—JOLLY LOGIC CHUTE RELEASE 
D A L E  H O D G S O N   

Last month we talked a little about altimeters and 
how they have changed over the years…all for 
the better. But there was still a gap….how do we 
fly smaller rockets to a decent altitude without 
them drifting away? It can be done with dual 
deploy…I have actually gone all the way down to 
29mm minimum diameter with an onboard altim-
eter. It works just fine but it isn’t the easiest thing 
to do. And, what about rockets that are already 
built? Adding a bay and payload adds length and 
weight. Not really a bad thing but sometimes not 
desired; especially for the smaller birds. It is an 
endless circle…more weight means less altitude; 
so to compensate a bigger motor is needed. 
Then, more weight is needed to keep the bal-
ance correct. How can we get around this? 

 

Enter the Jolly Logic Chute release. This little 
device has already proven to be a real game 
changer. The concept is quite simple; the device 
is basically an altimeter with one function. When 
prepping the rocket the chute is folded and a 
rubber band is wrapped around it that is 
“plugged in” to the chute release. The release 
can be set at a specific altitude; anywhere from 
100 to 1000 feet. In this case the motor ejection 
must be used to separate the rocket and allow 
the chute release with bundled chute (all at-

tached to the shock cord) to free fall. Once the 
targeted altitude is reached the chute release 
does just that…releases the chute and if all goes 
according to plan the chute opens and allows a 
safe recovery. The device is fairly compact and 
completely self-contained. The battery is easily 
charged via USB and can either be charged on a 
laptop or even in a vehicle with a compatible cell 
phone charge unit. 

 

Several of us own Chute Releases but I believe 
Herb Crites has the most flights using them. He 
has several versions of his “Mach Schnell” de-

sign all using the device. He gets really good 
altitudes on his flights and for the most part are 
all successful. Like everything else in rocketry 
nothing is foolproof. Once in a while there are 
failures. Sometimes the chute doesn’t open as 
desired either because it isn’t folded quite cor-
rectly or the release does not function. The de-
vice does come with pretty straight forward in-
structions and there is a website that shows 
exactly how to prep them for flight. Those issues 
are pretty few and far between though. Another 
drawback is that because of their size the Chute 
Release is not designed for anything smaller 
than a 38mm tube. But like anything else, the 
technology will improve as time goes on. The 
manufacturer is already working on a smaller 

unit but the current version is already using the 
smallest servo available. If a smaller servo is 
developed it will not be too long until a more 
compact version comes out. Imagine sometime 
in the future flying Estes rockets really high and 
being confident they will be found! 

 

Improvements have already been made. The 
first run has altitude selector buttons that are a 
little hard to push for those of us with fat fingers. 
I got around it by using a small artist brush han-
dle. The newer version has redesigned the but-
tons to make them much more user friendly.  

 

Apogee rocketry markets 
a guide chute designed to 
be used with the Jolly 
Logic. The chute is low 
drag and is not to be 
used as primary recovery 
or as a drogue. What is 
does is slows the rocket’s 
decent until the chute 
release deploys the main 
chute. Many folks are not 
too comfortable with 
watching their rocket free 
fall hoping that the chute 
release works properly…
so this chute is a stop-
gap. It is manufactured by 
Dino Chutes and retails 
for $22. 

 

Because these are relatively new the Jolly 
Logics are a little pricey. They retail for about 
$130 but in my own opinion they are a good 
investment. I own one myself and am glad I 
bought it. Definitely gives more flexibility in flying 
smaller rockets to higher altitudes and having 
confidence we will see them again. 

A Herb Crites “Mach Schnell” rocket—Photo by Dave Glover 

Screen captures from the US Navy documentary, “Operation Sandy Summer 1947” - Note the immediate tip off 
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Building the Skyfish Spacewagon 
Rob Dickinson 

Sport Rocketry 

Like most of my generation, I spent a lot of time 
growing up following Nasa’s exploration of space 
and the Moon.  There was a lot to keep a young 
mind amused as each flight always seemed 
bigger and more complex than the last.  The 
rockets kept getting bigger, and the moon land-
ings kept getting more complex and longer.  It 
was a time when ‘NEW’ was a central theme in 
space, and everyone was just waiting to see 
what newer, bigger, faster, thing would come 
next.  The fact that Nasa’s later moon shots 
seemed, at least in the public eye, to be more of 
the same, instead of always bigger and newer, is 
one of the factors that killed the program in the 
public’s mind.  Nasa had simply set a standard 
of growth that was impossible to maintain. 

 

It was during the height of the “bigger, faster, 
newer” phase of Nasa’s development, and my 
childhood interest in rocketry, that I read a 
Scrooge McDuck comic book that really 
changed my view.  In the story, entitled “Island in 
the Sky”, Scrooge wants to hide his money in 
the asteroid belt, and takes Donald to the 
Spaceport to buy a rocketship.  They go past all 
the newer, bigger, faster, better ships, and 
Scrooge picks a second-hand Skyfish 
Spacewagon as the rocket he will use to explore 
the asteroids.  It was the first time I had realized 
that there would be a future time when space-
ships would be seen as anything other than new, 
and it really hit home with me.  As I grew up, the 
Skyfish always stuck with me as the image of 
what the future of Space exploration could be-
come. 

 

Fast forward 40 years, and my father and I, both 
BARs, are enjoying high power model rocketry 
as a hobby.  We both enjoy rockets, and it gives 
us more opportunities to spend time together.  
As we have advanced our skills in the hobby (we 
both have our level 3 certifications), we’ve taken 
to building our own components, and have creat-
ed several one-off nosecones and custom parts 
both for ourselves, and other rocketeers in our 
Club, the Jackson Model Rocketry Club in Jack-
son, Michigan.  When the Club announced an 
upcoming science fiction rocket contest, I 
brought out my Scrooge McDuck comics and 
asked Dad what he thought about trying to build 
the Skyfish.   A few days later, Dad had de-
signed the rocket in Rocksim, and it seemed 
stable enough to try to actually build. 

 

The technique we’ve found works best for us 
when building nosecones is to cut out discs of 
foam insulation board, and glue them into a 
stack on a central spindle.  Once the glue sets, 
the whole thing goes onto Dad’s wonderful Rube 
Goldberg lathe to be worked on.  Dad has con-
verted a wood lathe to take work pieces up to 8’ 
long.  Once on the lathe, we can turn down the 
foam to the desired shape, and sand it smooth.  
For Skyfish, we used a piece of 54mm airframe 
as the spindle, and glued on the stack of foam 
discs to form the front “bulb” of the rocket. A bit 
of turning, and a shower of pink foam particles 
later, we had the giant Q-tip that would form the 
core of the rocket. 

 

The tubefin is a piece of 7.5” coupler tube, and 
the fins are cut from a sheet of 5/32” fiberglass.  
The two ‘side’ fins just run up into the body bulb, 
but the top and bottom fins actually run up over 
the top of the bulb, to act as guides for creating 
the “shoulders” on the top and bottom of the 

rocket.  Once I slit the bulb with a saw blade, the 
fins slid right into place for gluing. 

 

(Builder’s tip: When gluing to foam, or building 
shapes out of pieces of foam, Gorilla brand glue 
is great.  It’s actually a water-activated adhesive 
foam itself.  It adheres great to the foam, where 
as wood glue never dries because there’s no air 
access, and when Gorilla glue foams up and 
dries, it can be shaped and sanded, just like the 
foam.) 
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The fins run back through the tubefin, and are 
epoxied to the bodytube to hold the rear assem-
bly in place.  I cut halfway through the fins and 
the tube, and once nested together and filleted, 
gave a very strong, well supported set of fins. 

 

Now it was time to build the upper and lower 
“shoulders” of the rocket.  I had the forward parts 
of the fins as a height guide, and used expand-
ing 2 part foam to fill the space.  I took a long 
strip of poster board, and taped wax paper to 
one side.  I then taped the strip in place on the 
rocket, with the wax paper on the inside, to give 
it a general shape. I made sure I had the entire 
seam between bulb and poster board well 
sealed with cellophane tape (which the 2 part 
foam won’t stick to).  

 

Now, I’ve used two part 
foam in the past to foam 
encapsulate fincans in other 
rockets, and I know I have 
LOUSY judgment when it 
comes to figuring out how 
much foam I should mix to 
fill a certain space.  I set this 
up with a clear picture in my 
mind of mixing WAY too 
much foam, and having a 
huge mess that would go 
everywhere.  I know from 
experience how much it 
costs to get expanding foam 
out of carpet, and that’s just 
for the flowers and dinner 
out!   

 

So I lined everything in 
reach with newspaper, and started mixing the 
foam.  It worked out perfectly!  It took 2 pours to 
fill each shoulder, and nothing spilled over onto 
anything my wife cares about!  I had a couple of 
leaks, but those sanded right off, and the ones at 
the back, by the fins, actually helped fill in that 
area. Once the first side was dry, I flipped over 
the rocket, and duplicated the work on the other 
side.  Once the foam had fully cured, I was able 
to pull off the poster board and wax paper, and I 
was ready to start shaping. 

 

It was fairly easy, if messy, work to get the foam 
shaped to what I wanted using a belt sander for 
the first rough pass, and finer sanders for the 
final shaping.  The fins I had set into the foam 
worked perfectly as guides, and both shoulders 
came out flat and symmetrical.   

 

Once I had it roughly where I wanted it, I used 
lightweight spackle to fill in divots the sanders 
left, and got the surface roughly level and 
smooth.  I had originally considered fiberglass 
coating the body, but was worried about stability 
and weight, and so left the body as foam for this 
first rocket.  Although I saved some weight, I 
found that it was very hard to get a nice smooth 
final surface, and sanding one area seemed to 
cause divots elsewhere.  Dad and I are currently 
thinking about a 2X upscale, and that will defi-
nitely have the body coated in fiberglass.  

Next up was the hole for the launch rod.  I had 
tested some scrap foam, and knew a hot piece 

of metal would melt right 
through, and leave a de-
cently clean hole.  So I took 
a ¼” launch rod, heated its 
end up with a torch, and 
just slid it up through the 
foam along the body tube.  
It melted a nice round hole 
through the foam, and 
using the bodytube as a 
guide kept it nice and 
straight.  

 

While I was working on the 
body, Dad was kind 
enough to build the 
nosecone.  He turned down 
a stack of foam discs on his 
lathe, then covered the 
foam with fiberglass to 
build it out to the final di-
mensions.  Dad uses fiber-

glass cloth cut to the outline of the nosecone, 
which gives nice clean lines and minimal seams 
and wrinkles.  Dad built a set of pulleys into his 
lathe to enable pieces to 
turn at roughly 1 RPM, 
and it makes a great 
glassing workbed as the 
piece slowly rotates with-
out any drips or runs.  
Once it’s dry, he uncou-
ples the pulleys from the 
drive system, and the 
piece turns fast again for 
sanding.  Dad’s lathe is a 
bit scary to look at, but it 
works REALLY well at 
making rocket parts!  

 

Once I got the nosecone, 
I filled it with lead shot 
and epoxy, and set the 
cone in a pitcher of water 
to draw off excess heat 
as it cured.  Rocksim 
showed that the rocket 
was stable without all the 
noseweight, but I was still 
concerned about the 
effects of the bulb body and the shoulders as the 
rocket increased speed, and wanted to weigh 
things as heavily in my favor as I could.  The 
nosecone weighs about as much as the rest of 

the rocket, and that formula, even if overkill, 
seems to work. 

 

My final construction job was the fake rocket 
motor tubes that go inside the ringfin.  In the 
comic, these are, of course, working, and I brief-
ly considered using at least some of them as 
actual motor tubes for a cluster launch, but de-
cided I had pushed the envelope plenty far 
enough just with the body shape, and stuck with 
using the 54MM body tube as the single motor 
mount. 29MM tubes gave me the look I wanted 
for these fake motors, and they epoxied into 
place with no trouble, using the sides of the main 
fins as guides.  The PML 54MM retainer does 
hurt the look of the final rocket a bit, but I’m will-
ing to make that trade in exchange for the safety 
of a good solid motor retainer. 

 

With the rocket done, it was just primer and paint 
(being sure to test each against a scrap of foam 
first to make sure the solvents in the paint would-
n’t eat the foam), and I was ready for decals.  I 
made my own decals using decal printer paper, 
and they came out OK, but the flight did partially 
peel some of them off.  For the upscale, I’ll get a 
set of strong vinyl decals from a vendor. 

 

Since the nosecone and rocket weight roughly 
the same, and having only a 54MM tube for 
chute storage, I decided to bring the two pieces 
down separately, each on it’s own 40” chute.  
The chutes pack well in the tube, and each chute 
works well with it’s roughly 3 lb. load.  On launch 
day, I had previously decided to use a high im-
pulse H motor, to just punch it up into the air, 
and deploy the chutes quickly.  However, my 
motor vendor, Scott Miller, of Miller Motor Works, 
was out of those motors.  

 

For some unknown 
reason, whenever I ask 
Scott for a motor recom-
mendation, I end up with 
a larger motor than I 
intended to use!  In this 
case, A CTI J357 Blue 
Streak motor.  However, 
the day was nice and 
clear, and the wind was 
very still, so I felt we 
could put the rocket up 
that far and still recover 
on the field with just 
motor ejection.  I cut the 
delay down to 8 sec-
onds, put in some dog 
barf, packed the chutes, 
and we were ready to 
fly!  

 

As this was the first 
flight of a very unusual 
rocket, this was the 
definition of a heads-up 

flight, and we used the far-away pad to give as 
much failure space as possible.  Our LCO made 
sure all eyes were on the pad, and Skyfish took 
flight. The rocket flew straight up, without any 
detectable spin,  
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and deployed right at apogee. Both parts came 
down in the field, and landed with no damage.  A 
member of our Club, Tom Kurecka, took an ex-
cellent video of the flight, and it’s posted on 
Myspace.  Just search in videos for  “Skyfish”, 
and you should find it.  I couldn’t be more 
pleased with its flight characteristics. 

 

I’m extremely pleased with the way the Skyfish 
Spacewagon came out, and I’ve already men-

tioned that Dad and I have plans for at least 1 
upscale. I don’t know when it will actually get 
built, as we have several other rockets in the 
works as well, including a ¼ scale, 16” diameter 
V2 that has been waiting patiently for 2 years 
now for its turn to fly.  Whatever we choose to 
make or fly next, I know it will be fun! 

New NAR Competition Rules Part 2 
Buzz Nau 

Competition Corner 

Now that we have a National Rocketry Competi-
tion (NRC) launch under our belt, let’s review 
how it differed from past NAR contests that we 
have hosted. What went well, not so well, and 
what can we change.  

 

Positives. First, we had more participants (5) 
than I expected, though three of those came 
from a team that decided to fly as individuals.  
Having the club laptop loaded with Contest Man-
ager was a huge help in logging flights. Only 
needing one timer was nice in keeping the flights 
going and not scrambling for that second timer. 
The events were fun to fly, though I’ll come back 
and review that opinion later next year after hav-
ing flown the same events several times. The 
impact on the sport range operations was negli-
gible which was an important milestone for me. 
In the past, we have had to run a separate con-
test range. Merging in with sport flights greatly 
reduces the effort overhead of launching contest 
flights. Also, I’m hoping the visibility with sport 
fliers will motivate some to try a competition 
event. Finally, sanctioning the launch and sub-
mitting the results was extremely easy. Seeing 
our names on the national scoreboard immedi-
ately was an added bonus.  

 

What didn’t go so well was result recording. 
Keeping the laptop at the LCO table is a non-
starter. It’s too bright out to read the screen and 
we don’t want to distract or otherwise get in the 
way of the LCO. Occasionally we got busy and 
scratched results out on flight sheets. The other 
aspect I found as sort of a letdown was the per-
ceived lack of competition between the other 
fliers. While not having to figure out points using 

contest and event weight factors is nice, there 
was something missing. At the end of the day 
there was no awarding the best flights and that 
recognition was always a good feeling of confir-
mation that you had done well.  

 

What we can do better…. Keep a blank results 
or flight sheets at the LCO table to record results 
and enter them on the laptop as time permits. I 
also think there is a way we can recognize great 
flights. I’ll put together a small workgroup to 
come up with some options there. Otherwise, for 
a first try, I felt it was much easier to host and fly 
contest events. 

 

Now, before looking at NARAM we need to go 
over a few other changes. As I mentioned earli-
er, gone are the days of using the formula con-
sisting of contest factors and event weight fac-
tors, event place, etc to figure out your points. 
The new points schedule is as follows and this is 
for all events, 

1st – 25 points  

2nd – 20 points  

3rd – 17 points  

4th – 14 points  

5th – 12 points  

6th – 10 points  

7th – 8 points  

8th – 6 points  

9th – 4 points  

10th – 2 points  

Flight Points – 1 point  

You can still host Section, Open, Regional, etc 
contests and fly non-NRC events, but they do 
not help you towards your national standing and 
qualification at NARAM. They could help with 
practice towards the non-NRC “filler” events at 
NARAM. These also would not need/require a 
sanction. Only NRC and Records Trial launches 
require sanctioning through the NAR website.  

 

Other changes include the specifications for a 
standard NAR payload is now 17mm in diameter 
instead of 18mm. This means you no longer 
need to make a telescoping tube to fit around the 
payload. Also, altitude events use altimeters 
now. Fortunately, there is a number of low cost 
altimeter options to choose from.  Not using 
trackers decreases the workload, again, making 
contests easier. One caveat for using altimeters. 
It’s been found that temperature has a big im-
pact on altimeter performance. So much so, that 
we are required to log the temp at the time of 
launch. This will be recorded in Contest Manager 
which will automatically adjust the reported alti-
tude. Finally, there is no return rule for duration 
events with the exception of egg loft. This rule is 
only relaxed outside of NARAM. The reason 
being is the return rule penalizes those who only 
have small fields to fly from.  At NARAM, every-
one is back on an even playing field and the 
return rule is in effect. 

 

In next month’s issue I will discuss the details on 
how NARAM will differ under the new rules. It’s a 
whole new ballgame and should prove to be 
interesting. 

Bob & Rob Dickinson 
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JMRC August Sport and NRC Launch 
Buzz Nau & JMRC 

Photos by Buzz Nau except where noted 

Event Report 

On August 26, we were privy to some of the best 
flying weather seen in years. We couldn’t have 
asked for better. What winds existed were main-
ly the backsides of thermals that were every-
where. Temps were mild in the 70’s and there 
was plenty of sunshine. Turnout was as ex-
pected for such a nice day and included several 
new rocketeers to JMRC.  

 

Before I go further I’d like to thank all the mem-
bers that show up early for setup and stick 
around when the range closes to help with tear 
down. We have a lot of equipment which takes 
time and effort to do both and the BOD appreci-
ates all the help. We also can’t thank Pinkie 
enough for running the JMRC Café and keeping 
us fed with good, cheap eats. 

 

Highlights:  

 

Dave Glover turned in several nice flights. He 
flew his Silver Comet in an Aerotech F20-7 for a 
straight and true flight. He also got in a good 
flight with his scratch built “Double Trouble” on a 

pair of F20-7’s. Unfortunately he blew a nozzle 
on his Planet Probe, but suffered no damage 
other than some scorching.  

 

Tony Haga had perhaps the launch of the day 
with his Woket. Astronaut Barbie was along for 
the ride again (I have no idea how she continues 
to trust him). Tony incorporated a sliding, spring 
loaded motor mount to try and take some of the 
abuse out of landing on the motor case, which 
typically destroys the motor mount. He’s also 
had problems getting all three chutes to deploy 

successfully. Powering the Woket was a 
Rattworks Tribred K which burns ABS, Nitrous, 

and Alcohol! It was a picture perfect flight with 
Barbie descending from her own chute and all 
three chutes working properly on the Woket. The 
spring loaded motor mount worked perfectly as 
well.    

 

Eldred Pickett put in a modest 8 flights and did a 
fair share of LCO duty as well. His Big Daddy on 
an Aerotech E15-7 stuck the landing. He also 
put in a really nice flight with his LOC Scout on a 
n AT E30-7. Unfortunately Eldred had a few 
mishaps as well with is X-Calibur losing the 
chute and payload section when it separated 
and his Red Glare finding the pond on the east 

side of the field. He also flew a really nice Estes 
Pathfinder on an E15.  

 

Ron Watkins flew a very nicely done Big Betty, 
but lost his LOC Gaduator on a F15 to woods. 
Those woods are a veritable gallows for rockets 
over the years.  

 

Herb Crites got off 5 Mach Schnell flights; one 
with a 38mm airframe and four between two 
different 54mm versions. Motors included a Aer-
oTech F39-6 Blue Thunder, H180-10 White 
Lightning, H187-14 Dark Matter, and  

 

Dave Glover’s Double Trouble—Photo by Dave 
Glover 

Scott Miller & Tony Haga prep the Polecat 
Woket for launch 

LCO Eldred Pickett  

Ron Watkins Big Betty  
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H220-14 Dark Matter. He also flew a Loki H160 
Blue. He almost lost the SLK 54 C build in a soy 
bean field. The cell-based Trackimo failed to 
help due to landing in a low spot, but after 3 
hours on the hunt Herb finally heard the faint 
warble from the stratologger and was able to 
zero in on it. Herb also found an original A build 
SLK in the East woods. Though most of it was 
shot he was able to salvage some parts for fu-
ture builds.  

 

Dale Hodgson has had better days. In fact, Dale 
hardly ever has a issue with his flights, but he 
got bit this day. He tried a Condor glider on an 

A8-3, but the pod didn’t separate. Then, a really 
nice Aspire with two outboard strap-on pods 
went unstable on boost. He did get a really nice 
flight in with his 2.5 Mosquito 
and his new Schnell No on a 
Loki G70 cocktail. Then the 
wheels feel off again when 
his SS-1 on a J144 hybrid 
went ballistic into the woods 
from a complete electronics 
failure. Dan Harrison found 
the remains a week later and 
unfortunately it’s nearly a 
total loss.  

 

Randy Gilbert had a prolific 
day with 12 launches includ-
ing a Point and “Point-like” 
Martian Mothership (think 
point with psychedelic 
graphics).  Randy also flew 
his Space Ship One and 
Thunderbolt dual egg-lofter 
that had really like lines. 
Hopefully Randy will consid-
er submitting a plan for this.  
He flew his Super Duper Big 
Bertha on a G125 and Big 

Thunder on a G64, but the rocket that got the 
most attention was his little X-37B scale model. 
It is a very nicely done scale attempt on a space 
vehicle that didn’t have much information about it 
available. Hopefully he works out the stability 
bugs for a future launch. 

 

Dan Harrison started the day off flying a Loki I-
316 in a 3” Wildman Punisher. He also had a 
great flight with his Binder Design Lightning Bolt 
on a 54mm J362 sugar motor. Not so successful 
was his Spool on a long 
burn ex hybrid J. The 
Chute Release worked 
and fell to the ground 
because he forgot to 
tether it to the spool. The 
parachute stayed 
wrapped up around the 
spool until it hit the 
ground. He also tested 
the integrity of a Estes 
Leviathan on a CTI H410
-vmax! This flight 
screamed, 0- 2058ft in 1 
second. His Altimeter 3 
reported 25.66 Gs but 
only 203mph which has 
to be wrong as it was a 
110:1 thrust to weight 
ratio. Perhaps it might be 
missing a digit. Finally, 
he flew a 38mm home-
brew Blue H in a 3d print-
ed saucer.  

 

Buzz Nau spent the ma-
jority of the day taking 
care of contest flights, 
though he did get in a few sport flights as well. 
The Sky Dart went up with e B4-2 and landed 
short of the woods. One of these days it’s going 
to finally find it’s way in there. He also had a nice 
flight with his TLP Perseus II on a CTI E31. 

 

Competition: 

This was JMRC’s 
first National Rocket 
Competition (NRC) 
launch. Competitors 
included Michael 
Rangitsch, Trevor 
Harrison, Al de le 
Iglesia, Mark 
Chrumka, and Buzz 
Nau. The rules have 
changed for hosting 
contests and this was 
a test to see if they 
were indeed easier 
or not. In hind sight 
I’d agree they are a 
lot easier, but it also 
lacked a little some-
thing. I’ll get into that 
later on in the NAR 
Competition Rule 
Changes Part 2 arti-
cle.  

 

The following events 

were flown, A Helicopter, A Streamer Duration, 
1/2A Boost Glider, and 1/2A Parachute Duration. 
Notable flights included Michael’s plus two-
minute streamer duration flight and his two FAI 
style helicopter model flights. Al had the best 
1/2A PD flight at just over two minutes before it 
disappeared behind trees. Buzz tried recycling 
20+ year old gliders which did not quite work out. 
New models are already on the work bench.  

 

Trevor Harrison practiced for his FAI PD event 
by competing in 1/2A 
parachute duration. He 
also got in some nice 
sport flights.  

 

The craziest flight by 
far was Mark’s 1/2A 
Boost Glider. He flew 
an Edmonds Ivee in-
verted V tail glider on a 
1/2A3-2T and got near-
ly four and a half 
minutes before it disap-
peared….. going up. It 
started out drifting 
northward after boost, 
so Mark jumped in the 
Mule heading in that 
direction, but the glider 
slowed down and 
eventually started cir-
cling back towards the 
flight line. This whole 
time it was gaining 
altitude and eventually 
faded from sight. We 
kept expecting it to 
land at some point on 

the range, but no such luck. 

 

All things considered, the competition went well 
with little to no impact on the sport range opera-
tions. Even though I have the club laptop availa-
ble for entering flight results at the field, I’ll bring 
a spreadsheet for future NRC events so we can 
record results at the LCO table.  

 

Our August launch was certainly one of the fin-
est launches we have hosted in recent memory. 
When the range finally closed we had 141 suc-
cessful launch cards. It was great that so many 
people were able to make it out and enjoy near 
perfect rocketry weather. Here’s to hoping Sep-
tember is just as nice! 

Dale Hodgson’s SS-1 

Randy Gilbert’s scratch built X-37B 

Trevor Harrison and his FAI PD model 

Mark Chrumka’s Mega Sprite 
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August Launch Photo Page 

Mark Chrumka’s 4 motor cluster Pro Series Patriot  

Jeremy Sell’s successful L1 cert on a Loki H144 

Art Upton’s D Region Tomahawk  
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August Launch Photo Page 

Bill Kippen’s AIM-120 AMRAAM  

Dan Harrison’s  Binder Design Lightning Bolt 

Astronaut Barbie rides again! Tony Haga’s Polecat Woket on 
Tribred power 

Eldred Pickett’s Estes Pathfinder 
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Estes Extreme 12 

Estes Shuttle 

August Launch Photo Page 

More From the Henry Ford 
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Even More From the Henry Ford 

Chris palmer preps his Trajector for launch  Dale Hodgson and his Schnell No  Mark Chrumka readies a Deltie for a compe-
tition flight  
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